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Following two step directions worksheets

**Camping picture is shown, more themes available below**Print the page of your choice.  Print the directions.  Choose the difficulty.  For beginners use the one step directions.  For older children use the two step directions and for the oldest children use the three step directions.  Have the children carefully listen as you read the first step of the directions.  Repeat.  Have the children perform the
tasks.Apple Tree ThemeCamping ThemeCircus ThemeFire ThemeSnow ThemeSpring-Garden ThemeSt. Patrick's Day ThemeThanksgiving Theme report this ad “One, Two, Buckle Your Shoe (Then Put On Your Coat)” Once your child has mastered following simple 1-step directions, begin to give him more complex demands.  These demands can involve simple 2-step but related directions with 1 object
(e.g., “Get the tissue and wipe your nose.”). During mealtime say, “Junior get the napkin and wipe your face.” During bath time say, “Junior get the soap and wash your face.” During dressing say, “Junior get your shoes and put them on your feet.” While playing with your child say, “Junior get the ball and roll it to me.” Basic Worksheets and Activities Click on picture to view a small preview of each activity.
Click on Doc or PDF to download worksheets in preferred format. (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)(6) (7) (1) “I don’t know” Activity 1 Doc PDF;     (2) “I don’t know” Activity 2 Doc PDF;     (3) Comprehension Questions – Days of the Week Doc PDF; (4) Comprehension Questions – Months Doc PDF;     (5) Comprehension Questions – Numbers Doc PDF;     (6) Feedback – Basic Doc PDF ;     (7) Feedback #2 Doc PDF;
Additional Worksheets and Activities Click on picture to view a small preview of each activity. Click on Doc or PDF to download worksheets in preferred format. (1)(2) (3) (4) (5) (6)(7) (8)  (1)Unless and If Doc PDF;     (2) Complex Directions Doc PDF ;    (3) “Trick” Directions 1 Doc PDF;     (4) “Trick Directions” 2 Doc PDF;    (5) And and Or Doc PDF;     (6) Checklist Doc PDF ;     (7) Category Directions
Activity – Basic 1:  Doc PDF ;      (8) Category Directions Activity – Basic 2 Doc PDF Expanded Directions Comprehension Strips Click on picture to view a small preview of each activity. Click on Doc or PDF to download worksheets in preferred format. (1)(2) (3) (4) (1) Expanded Directions 1 DocPDF;     (2)  Expanded Directions 2 DocPDF ;     (3)   Expanded Directions 3 DocPDF;     (4) Expanded
Directions 4 DocPDF Background Information Following directions involves using short term memory to hold known information while manipulating this information using language.  Some types of words appear more frequently in directions than others – conjunctions, negatives, adjectives, and prepositions, for example, are often used in directions.  Nearly every test item on one of the most commonly used
assessments of following directions, the CELF-4’s Concepts and Following Directions subtest, uses some combination of conjunctions, negatives, and prepositions.  These concepts are particularly critical in academic directions. The ability to follow any specific direction depends upon the ability to comprehend the specific words within the direction.  Not all one step directions are created equal.  For
example, a one step direction containing a negative is often more difficult than one with a similarly placed adjective. Obviously, following directions also requires aspects outside the domain of language, such as motivation, interest, and attention.   Increasing proficiency in language should provide a natural boost to these overlapping aspects. Goal Suggestions Cleopatra will follow basic one step directions
with functional vocabulary with _____ accuracy as measured by SLP criterion referenced assessment and SLP/ teacher/ parent observation. Marc will follow basic and expanded one step directions with curriculum relevant vocabulary… Julius will follow basic and expanded two step directions with age appropriate curriculum relevant vocabulary… Brutus will follow age appropriate complex directions
including targeted syntax structures, such as prepositions, conjunctions, and negatives with _______ accuracy… Functional Activity Ideas As promised here are the words for your unlimited use.If you know others who can use our lists......please share this page using our site share buttons. Put your hands on your shoulders then count to eight. Put your hands over your eyes and stand up. Shake your head
and say hello. Put your elbows on the table and wave at me. Pretend to take off your watch and then point to a corner in the room. Turn around in a circle and say “Look over there!” Stand up and then jump up and down two times. Clap your hands 3 times and walk to the door. Pretend to wash your hands and then  cross your fingers. Shake your head yes and name a color Pretend to put on a shirt and
name a shape. Pretend to comb your hair and name a number. Count to 10 and pretend to tie your shoe. Wiggle your fingers and snap your fingers 4 times. Wave your hand and then wink at the person next to you. Count the chairs in the room and then put your hand over your mouth. Pat yourself on the head and say your ABC’s. Lift both hands up in the air and then tap your foot on the floor. Name
something you see that is red and then sit on your hands. Name 2 of your friends and then sing "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star." Pretend to drive a car and then close your eyes. Give someone a thumbs up and then touch your shoulders 3 times. Pretend to sneeze and then touch your toes. Give someone a high five and take a deep breath. Point to a light in the room and touch your knees 2 times. Take a bow
and put your hands on your hips. Stand up and then hop 4 times. Snap your fingers 2 times and then point to the door. Shake your head "yes" and then quack like a duck. Blink your eyes 3 times and slap the table. Touch your nose and say "Watermelon." Pretend to eat a piece of candy and tell me your favorite color. Count the people in the room and say your favorite food. Tap your finger on the table and
put your hand over your mouth. Clap your hands twice and say "Donuts are round." Close your eyes  and give 2 thumbs up. Look at the person next to you and say "You're my best friend." Snap your fingers 3 times and scratch your head. Sit down on the floor and say "This is sticky." Touch your knee and then pretend to talk on the phone. Jump up and down 2 times and wave "goodbye." Cover your ears
with your hands and stand up. Bark like a dog and snap your fingers 2 times. Wink at someone next to you and tap your foot 4 times. Laugh out loud and touch your elbows together. Put your hands on your head and then spell your name. Stand up and jump up and down 5 times. Look at the person on your left and then clap your hands 4 times. Pretend to open a present and then hop to the door. Snap your
fingers 3 times and then touch your toes. This list of functional words was professionally selected to be the most useful for a child or adult who has difficulty following 2 step directions.We encourage you to use this list when practicing at home.Home practice will make progress toward meeting individual language goals much faster.Speech-Language Pathologists (SLPs) are only able to see students/clients
30-60 mins (or less) per week. This is not enough time or practice for someone to strengthen their ability to follow 2 step directions.Every day that your loved one goes without practice it becomes more difficult to help them.  We know life is busy, but if you're reading this you're probably someone who cares about helping their loved one as much as you can. Practice 5-10 minutes whenever you can, but try to
do it on a consistent basis (daily).Please, please, please use this list to practice.It will be a great benefit to you and your loved one's progress. Homepage > Word Lists > 2 Step Directions Finally a NO PRINT, fully digital way to make learning fun! No more printing, laminating, cutting, gluing or prepping. Simply pull up the product and get ready to teach! To use Boom Cards, you must be connected to the
Internet. Boom Cards play on modern browsers (Chrome, Safari, Firefox, and Edge).Page 2Spring Reading & ELA BUNDLE with 202 pages! This resource is perfect for Spring and all the way up to the END OF THE YEAR. It includes book reports, foldables, center activities, games, printables, writing prompts, organizers, hands-on activities, worksheets, and MORE!!This resource is part of aPage 3Page
4Page 5Page 6Page 7This kit includes 51 different animals’ images in the following order:Camel, Goat, Deer, Bunny, Dog german Shortai, Dog Boxer, Dog Bulterrier, Dog dalmation, Dog Doberman, Dog Doberman Brown, Dog Great Dane, Dog Hound Black tan. Dog Hound Brown. Dog Labrador Black, Dog Labrador Yelow, Dog Mala Mute,Page 8Hi friends! This is an interactive notebook for your Literacy
Block! Week 15 focuses on the following skills: High Frequency Words - bird, those, fy, eyes, or, walk, long, both Long i spelling words - drive, like, time, kite, white, bike Word family wheel: ite, ine Compare and contrast, one blank Page 9Phonemic Awareness Digital Warm-Up Slides!by DIGITAL PHONEMIC AWARENESS WARM-UP SLIDES! This download includes 500 phonemic awareness slides that
come in the following versions:PDF- Allows you to have a printed version of the slides for classroom use. You can print 4 slides per page, laminate, cut out, and place on a ring.PowerPoint- Allows yoPhonics Posters Bundleby These phonics posters provide a visual, repetition, and anchor to learned phonics sound spellings. Use them the following ways:Use them in your guided reading lessons at the
tablePost in the guided reading areaPlace in a Binder for students to practice dailyRTI and interventionWith the high standarScientific Method Experiment Paper Airplanesby This set of scientific method unit is full of activities that will get your kids excited about following the steps of the scientific method! This resource includes experiment ideas, worksheets, printables, activities, lab note sheets, vocabulary
and word wall cards. This interdisciplinary unit inThis Digital Alphabet Dab /Letter Dabbing can be assigned to your students for independent practice, virtual lesson follow-up, assessment, as an independent literacy center option, homework, early finishers, etc. These digital Alphabet Centers are perfect to use for distance learning or in the classNumbers 1-20 Booksby Numbers 1-20 Books!These foldable
books help students practice a variety of skills! Each book includes the following activities:❑Rainbow Write page – This page allows students to trace each number. Students use their crayons to practice tracing with rainbow colors.❑Find and Color – For this page, stTypes:Hi all! This is an interactive notebook for your first grade literacy block! Week 18 focuses on the following skills: High Frequency
Vocabulary (HFV) Garden Long a words, ai, ay Days, Months, Holidays Author’s Purpose Contractions ‘ll, ‘d Multiple Meaning words Friendly Letter Writing Parts of a Hi all! This is an interactive notebook for your first grade literacy block! Week 24 focuses on the following skills: high frequency words Spelling words phonograms: oo, ou, ew, ue, u, u_e Sequence of events Story writing Indefinite pronouns
Multiple meaning words My Spelling Words Pocket (with blPage 10Students can always use more practice with high frequency verbs! This resource has 5 different resources to practice the following verbs: IR, DAR, SER, ESTAR, and TENER. (5 of the super 7!) Students simply match the appropriate form to the subjects given. Yo, tú, él/ella/usted, nosotros and ellos/elPage 11Help your students spell and
read better with this no prep fun Orton Gillingham Spelling Rule Activities Bundle. It contains the following topics:Level 2: Consonants & Short VowelsLesson 1: A, B, F, M, P, S, TLesson 2: I, C, G, H, L, N, RLesson 3: O, D, J, K, V, ZLesson 4: U, W, X, Y, QULesson Page 12FRY'S SECOND 100 WORDSINCLUDED:** The second 25 words of Fry's Second 100 Sight Words** 25 Pages of Sight Word
Sentences:great, before,old, following, around, put, large, because, went, different, kind, off, animals, mother, learn, sound, know, back, thing, sentence, where, line, any, came, farm** SPage 13February Word to Picture Matching for Special Education, Kindergarten, preschool and ESL students. This is a great activity that develops vocabulary, reading and spelling skills. The following words are included:
heart,candies,rose,chocolates,candle,bouquet,present,ring,cake,teddy bear,rose petals,cPage 14Matching word to picture is an activity that develops vocabulary, reading and spelling skills. It is good also for kids with autism and special needs.The 30 cards include the following words: clock, crow,fall leaves, fall tree, acorn, harvest, squirrel, owl, apple, corn, apple pie, umbrella, rain, pPage 15This is a NO
PRINT, fun and simple activity to target articulation in teletherapy and face to face sessions. It contains 17 challenging picture searches, each with multiples of target words. The following sounds/blends are included:/d, t, k, g, f, v, s, z, th, sh, ch, j, l, r/ and BLENDS: s, l, rThPage 16This BOOM CARDS articulation activity is perfect for back to school! Drag the school supply into the backpack and practice
speech sounds at the word, phrase, or sentence level!This activity includes the following sounds for all 4 school supplies (book, folder, paper, lunchbox):F, VK, GLS, ZL, R, S BPage 17Page 18This versatile tool is your one stop shop for fluency! It can be used for teletherapy, to progress monitor, screen, assess, or use during intervention of children who stutter. Save time, energy, and printing!! This tool
includes the following:stuttering information (what is it, causes, who it affectPage 19This is a novel study for Shiloh by Phyllis Reynolds Naylor. Includes printable and digital versions. 44 pages of student work, plus an answer key! This novel study divides Shiloh into five sections for study. The chapters are grouped as follows: Chapter 1-3, 4-6, 7-9, 10-12, 13-15. Includes the folPage 20Discuss these 9
extreme weather scenarios - tornado, earthquake, flood, heat wave, thunder and lightning storms, hurricane, wildfire and ice storm. Each one starts with a teaching slide of how to recognize the weather and what to do to protect yourself, followed by two comic slides meant to review tPage 21This is a novel study for Number the Stars by Lois Lowry. Includes printable and digital versions. 60 pages of student
work, plus an answer key! This novel study divides Number the Stars into nine sections for study. The chapters are grouped as follows: Chapter 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 13-14Page 22This is a novel study for Sarah, Plain and Tall by Patricia MacLachlan. Includes printable and digital versions. 44 pages of student work, plus an answer key! This novel study divides Sarah, Plain and Tall into five
sections for study. The chapters are grouped as follows: Chapter 1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8,Page 23Page 24Noun Sort - Digital Activityby With this product, your students will be able to practice sorting nouns in two different activities:- Person, Place or Thing- Proper or CommonWith your purchase, you will receive a downloadable document compatible with PowerPoint, as well as a link to the Google Slides
file.Please follow us to find Use print version or Google Slides version for distance learning!Teach all of the Common Core verb standards with this large verb unit! In this product you'll find fun activities, graphic organizers, task cards, and practice worksheets. Your students will have FUN learning about verbs with the folPage 25Open-ended decks act as a great reinforcer and can be used across your entire
caseload! This resource includes four opportunities to build per activity (bakery, cupcake, cone/sundae, cake). Activity Suggestions: Target basic concepts such as colors, shapes, size, quantities, and number sense.ReceptiPage 26 Parametrics, Polars and Vector-Valued Functions Lessons for AP Calculus BC Bundle:This resource is a complete set of guided notes, homework, and daily content quizzes for
your AP Calculus BC or CALCULUS 2 students. There is a fully-editable Topics, Learning Objectives, and Essential Knowledge for p
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